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ABSTRACT

Common Loons (Gavia immer) in Nova Scotia, Canada have the highest blood mercury (Hg) concentrations of any 
loon population in North America. Previous studies have shown that exposure to varying levels of Hg in prey is 
associated with changes in pre-nesting adult behavior. We report here the first association of sublethal blood Hg 
contamination with changes in behavior of Common Loon young. As Hg levels in their blood rise, the amount of 
time that chicks spend brooding (by back-riding) decreases (P = 0.004) and time spent preening increases (P = 
0.003). The sum increase in energy expenditure is not being compensated for with expected increases in feeding 
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rates or begging. We suggest that such altered time-activity budgets may disrupt the energetic balance of young. 
Our results show that variation in time spent back-riding is associated with changes in fledging rates. Adult 
behavior did not significantly vary with Hg, but results are suggestive that an association may exist. We also show 
that monitoring the time-activity budgets of very young chicks can serve to indicate the effects Hg concentrations 
in their blood. We confirm the hypothesis that loons and other upper trophic level predators could be at risk from 
elevated levels of bioavailable Hg. This may help to explain the chronically low productivity of such contaminated 
sites as Kejimkujik and allow for more focused management initiatives. 

KEY WORDS: behavioral toxicology; common loon behavior; Gavia immer; Kejimkujik National Park; Nova 
Scotia; Canada; mercury; neurotoxicity; southwestern New Brunswick; sub-lethal exposure; time-activity 
budgets. 

INTRODUCTION

Mercury is a volatile toxicant because of its persistence and high mobility in the environment. It can be 
transmitted over long ranges in the atmosphere and deposited far from its source. It can be biologically 
transformed into methylmercury (a highly toxic compound) and bioaccumulates in top predators, including 
humans. Human activities that release mercury into the environment therefore can pose significant dangers to 
both human health and wildlife. 

A large contribution of environmental mercury is made through anthropogenic deposition as a by-product of fossil 
fuel combustion, municipal waste incineration, and other industrial processes (Swain et al. 1992, Carpi 1997). 
Ubiquitous contaminants that artificially enter ecosystems put all wildlife at risk, particularly those that are upper 
trophic level predators, such as loons. Monitoring the behavior of such animals can provide an indication of the 
sublethal effects of toxic substances on an organism, and is a practical means of assessing the ecological impact 
of certain toxicants (Døving 1991, Cohn and MacPhail 1996). 

Blood mercury (Hg) levels of the Common Loon (Gavia immer) in the northeastern United States and Atlantic 
Canada, particularly Kejimkujik National Park (Nova Scotia, Canada), are the highest known among tested loon 
populations in North America (Burger 1994, Beauchamp et al. 1997, Evers et al. 1998). Kejimkujik has one of the 
most easterly North American loon populations, and blood Hg levels have shown a trend of easterly increase 
(Evers et al. 1998). Increases in atmospheric deposition of mercury during the past century have been 
documented (Swain et al. 1992) and it is known that mobilization of mercury currently exceeds that which occurs 
naturally (U.S. EPA 1997, Vitousek et al. 1997). 

Loon reproductive success at Kejimkujik (Kerekes 1994; N. Burgess, unpublished data) is low compared with that 
of other North American populations, most notably among those in Eastern Canada (Scheuhammer et al. 1998). 
Mercury is a known neurotoxin that has been observed to affect avian behavior and cause aberrant breeding 
responses (Heinz 1976, 1979) when consumed in prey or forage. It may result in reduced productivity through 
lack of a nesting attempt (Barr 1986, Scheuhammer and Blancher 1994), lower nest attentiveness (Barr 1986), or 
lower nest site fidelity (Tejning 1967). However, no previous studies have assessed the effects of Hg 
contamination on the in situ behavior of loons or on potential population effects of any behavioral changes. Such 
information is relevant to the management of viable populations by identifying and indicating potential impacts of 
contaminants, such as mercury exposure. 

Because Common Loons are long-lived piscivores and are a K- selected species, impacts of low productivity on a 
population may not be seen for many years. Given its low productivity (Kerekes 1994; N. Burgess, unpublished 
data), Kejimkujik may act as a sink for Common Loon reproduction even though requisite nesting habitat is found 
in abundance, namely, large (>40 ha) fish-containing, oligotrophic lakes with island nesting areas that are 
relatively free from predators and human disturbance (McIntyre 1983, Belant and Anderson 1991, Kerekes 1994). 
The implications of a sink population in Kejimkujik may be that this site drains regional populations of potentially 
successful breeding loons, adding yet another stress point to a species whose range is progressively decreasing 
(Sutcliffe 1978, Blair 1992). Reasons for low reproductive success at this site have yet to be identified. 
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In contrast, loon populations in southwestern New Brunswick, Canada have higher productivity and much lower 
blood Hg levels than in Kejimkujik (Beauchamp et al. 1997). A strong correlation of blood Hg within families 
suggests that it is being accumulated on these summer territories (Beauchamp et al. 1997). Therefore, Hg should 
exert the strongest effects during the breeding season, with potential negative consequences for overall 
productivity. We tested the hypothesis that any such effects might reveal themselves through subtle, altered 
behaviors of adults or chicks. We address this question through a comparative, cross-generational investigation of 
breeding, nonbreeding, and failed-breeding loon behavior across a range of lakes that exhibit variation in lake 
morphometry, lake chemistry, and biological characteristics in Kejimkujik and the Lepreau Crown Lands 
(southwestern New Brunswick). 

METHODS

Response variable compilation

We collected time-activity budgets (TABs) (Altmann 1974, Tacha et al. 1985) and event behavior (Martin and 
Bateson 1993) quantifications to catalog pre-/post-hatch and pre-/post-nesting behavioral states (Martin and 
Bateson 1993) of 12 breeding pairs (24 adults and 16 chicks) of Common Loons in Kejimkujik National Park, Nova 
Scotia, Canada (44°20' N, 65° 20' W), and the Lepreau watershed, New Brunswick, Canada (45°20' N, 66 °35' W), 
that resided on 11 territories of varying chemistry, morphometry, and Hg levels in yellow perch and loon blood 
(one breeding pair was sampled in both years). We collected the same data for 14 pairs of nonbreeding and four 
pairs of failed-breeding loons that resided on 15 lakes at the same sites. 

We observed Common Loon behavior on both study areas for 264 h (n = 295 observations, mean observation 
time 53.7 min per bout) from May to September of 1996 and 1997. Behavioral observations were made with 8x42 
binoculars or a 20-60x spotting scope from a concealed location (Bradley 1985) from shore (with a good view of 
the nest, brood, resident pair, or individual). Diurnal observation times were divided into 3-h maximum slots 
ranging from 0600-0900 to 1800-2100 AST (Atlantic Standard Time) in 1996 and 1-h maximum slots ranging 
from 0600-0700 to 2000-2100 AST in 1997. At least two behavioral observations were done per day, allowing for 
every lake to be covered at least once every 9 d. All individuals were randomly chosen for each observation and 
concurrent observations were made when individuals could be positively identified. Observations conducted during 
the development stages of chicks were divided among three age classes: downy young, DY (<13 d old); small 
young, SY (13-40 d old); and large young, LY (>40 d old). 

Previously described loon behaviors (Sjølander and Ågren 1972, McIntyre 1975, Evers 1994) were documented by 
dictating observations into a microcassette recorder, along with times recorded using a 1/100 s stopwatch. 
Behaviors that lasted >5 s were deemed states; behaviors that lasted <5 s were considered events. We quantified 
the following states: swimming (all active and passive locomotory behaviors, e.g., swimming, drifting, and flying), 
incubation, preening, diving, brooding, territorial encountering, and bathing (both were combined to form the 
category "other"). We quantified the following behavioral events: foot waggle, stretching, vulture posturing, 
splash diving, peering, yawning, vocalizing (wails, tremolos, hoots, yodels, and mews), penguin dancing, and 
begging. 

Our observed behavioral states did not include time spent in observation with the birds out of sight. "Out of sight" 
is a category that has sometimes been included in TABs (e.g., Evers 1994), but it was not included in this study 
because we felt that the information gained from quantifying "out-of-sight" times would be minimal, if not 
detrimental, by biasing toward a category that is not a behavior, but a ramification of observer location. There 
was no reason to believe that particular discrete behaviors were occurring during "out of sight" times, which is an 
acknowledged danger (Martin and Bateson 1993) regarding secretive behaviors of select animals (such as cats, 
Felis domestica, procuring prey and taking it elsewhere to eat). Therefore, we removed out-of-sight times and 
reduced the sampling period accordingly (as did Gese et al. 1996). 

To help avoid the potential problem of individual observer bias and misinterpretation of behaviors (Martin and 
Bateson 1993), we trained all field assistants for 5-7 d (watching a loon simultaneously to define behaviors) to 
establish a consistent protocol before they proceeded to collect data independently (as did Gese et al. 1996). 
Because Common Loons are not sexually dimorphic and many of our study subjects were unbanded, we were 
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unable to investigate gender differences in behavior. However, Mager (1995) demonstrated that male and female 
loons exhibit minimal difference in behavior. 

We chose to use continuous observations and focal animal sampling (Altmann 1974, Martin and Bateson 1993) 
because they are the only reliable methods of calculating actual activity patterns (Winchell and Kunz 1993). These 
measures offer a more complete and descriptive data set than do instantaneous and/or nonfocal animal sampling 
(Martin and Bateson 1993). Behaviors that are infrequent can often be missed during scan and instantaneous 
sampling and can only be accurately quantified with focal continuous observation (Winchell and Kunz 1993). 

Independent variable compilation

We first categorized lakes using Principal Components Analyses (MathSoft 1995). These were conducted for both 
the morphometric and chemical variables (Table 1) to limit the analysis against behavior to a smaller number of 
linear combinations of those variables. All principal components with composite eigenvalues below the eigen mean 
(= 1) were excluded from the analyses (MathSoft 1995). Chick blood was sampled and Hg concentrations were 
determined (N. Burgess, unpublished data) for six of our 11 territories sampled for behavior; adult blood was 
sampled for seven of 11 territories. On one of our territories, no chick or adult blood was sampled, so this territory 
was eliminated from all further analysis. Hg concentrations in chick blood for the missing four of the remaining 10 
territories was estimated by fitting a linear regression of Hg in chick blood on Hg in adult blood, using an extended 
data set with measurements from 19 adults with 14 chicks in 13 territories on lakes throughout the two study 
areas (N. Burgess, unpublished data). The three missing samples of Hg in adult blood were likewise predicted. 
Such an approach is justified; theoretically, chicks have Hg levels that are related to those of their parents, 
because adults depurate Hg to the embryo (Heinz 1987). Empirically, the relationship between Hg in adults and 
chicks bears this out. 

Table 1. List of independent variables used to test for variation with loon behavior on 
respective lakes. Data were collected by the Canadian Wildlife Service (N. Burgess, 
unpublished data), Parks Canada (Beauchamp et al. 1997), or were extracted from Kerekes 
and Schwinghammer (1973) and from McNicol et al. (1996). 

 
 
Lake chemistry  Lake morphometry  Biological characteristics  

alkalinity  surface area  interspecific competition  

conductivity  island area  intraspecific competition  

color  basin area  human disturbance  

pH  shore length  predator presence  

chlorides  maximum depth  Hg burdens in 16 g yellow 
perch  

SO4
2-  mean depth  immediate breeding history  

nitrogen  maximum effective 
length  breeding stage  

sodium  maximum effective width   

potassium  volume   

calcium  length/area   

total organic 
carbon  basin permanence   

total phosphorus  shoreline development   

 maximum length   

 maximum width   
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 flushing   

All blood samples were also screened for organochlorines, lead, and polychlorinated biphenyls (N. Burgess, 
unpublished data). These samples showed normal levels of these contaminants, with only Hg being irregularly 
high. Therefore, we only used Hg in our analyses. Observations of the presence of predators, humans, inter-, and 
intraspecifics were also quantified for each lake for an individual observed on a unit time (100-min) basis. 

Statistical analysis

All percentage data from the TABs were arcsine square-root transformed. Then we tested for effects of the 
predictors (independent variables) on the response (loon behavior as TABs and events), using MANOVA (MathSoft 
1995) to elucidate any potential effects. We chose Pillai's criterion (Hair et al. 1987), which considers all 
characteristic roots, for significance testing in MANOVA. To further elucidate which (if any) discrete behavioral 
state(s) or event(s) were affected by these predictors, we performed multiple univariate ANOVAs as the final step. 
For these analyses, significant correlation probability values were assumed at a level of confidence less than or 
equal to 0.01 (Bonferroni correction; Sokal and Rohlf 1995). 

To examine the influence of behavioral patterns on reproductive success, we used any significantly modified 
behaviors as predictive variables in a linear regression with reproductive success estimates. 

RESULTS

The first PCA reduced the 15 lake morphometry variables (Table 1) to three components that explained 89.7% of 
the original variation in those variables. The first morphometrical principal component (MPC1) was loaded heavily 
by all morphometric variables; the second (MPC2) was loaded heavily by volumetric parameters such as flushing 
(flow rate) and basin area; and the third (MPC3) was loaded primarily by variables describing shoreline length and 
complexity and area. 

A second PCA reduced 12 lake chemistry variables (Table 1) to three components that explained 76.7% of the 
original variation in those variables. The first chemical principal component (CPC1) was loaded heavily by pH, 
SO4

2-, and chlorides; the second (CPC2) was heavily loaded by all chemical variables, but was influenced most by 

conductivity, phosphorus, and calcium. The third component (CPC3) was loaded primarily by variables describing 
water clarity (e.g., color and total organic carbon) and nitrogen. 

Using MANOVA, we then separately tested how each of the three chemical and three lake morphometry principle 
components and seven other biological variables influenced TABs and event behaviors of adult loons. These 
analyses revealed that event behaviors of pre-nesting, non-incubating and post-hatch adults were influenced by 
the presence of interspecifics in territories (Pillai trace = 0.979, P = 0.042). Secondly, TABs of breeding adults 
seemed to be marginally associated with blood Hg (Pillai trace = 0.847, P = 0.087). The TABs of nonbreeding 
adults were not significantly associated with any predictor. However, event behaviors were significantly related to 
predator threat and intraspecific competition (Pillai trace = 0.989, P = 0.04 and Pillai trace = 0.999, P = 0.002, 
respectively). 

Further multiple univariate ANOVA showed that the only event behavior of breeding adults that was modified by 
interspecific presence was the hooting vocalization (P = 0.03). Predators were correlated with the occurrence of 
nonbreeder stretching events (P = 0.02). The relationship of stretching events with predator presence was driven 
by two outliers (the only two nonzero points). When these outliers were removed from the analysis, the significant 
relationship was lost (P = 0.4). Lastly, intraspecific competition was correlated significantly with yodeling events 
(P less than or equal to 0.01). Again, the significant effect was lost when a single outlier (the only nonzero point) 
was removed from the analysis (P = 0.5). 
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A second set of analyses on TABs of chicks at all developmental stages (Table 2) revealed a relationship between 
Hg burdens in chick blood (0.15 - 1.29 ppm) and TABs patterns of downy young <12 d old (P = 0.044). Additional 
analyses (Table 3) show that this was manifest as a significant negative effect (P = 0.004) of chick blood Hg 
burden on time spent by chicks in back-riding, i.e., brooding by riding on a parent's back (McIntyre 1975), and a 
positive effect on time spent preening (P = 0.003; Fig. 1). One observation had very high influence and leverage; 
it was removed from this analysis (Table 3) and from all further discussion. The chicks in this territory had very 
low mercury burdens, yet spent little time back-riding (Fig. 1). This territory had no secluded nursery areas, and 
three large boat launches were present, creating an inordinate amount of human disturbance. A second 
observation, with the lowest estimate of back-riding and highest estimate of preening, had moderate leverage and 
influence, but was not removed from the analysis; excluding this point did not change the magnitude and 
direction of the regression coefficients (Fig. 1). The point's leverage is due to a lack of behavioral data from chicks 
with similarly high blood Hg. 

Table 2. Results of MANOVA on time-activity budgets of downy young (>12-d-old) Common 
Loon chicks. Predictive variables were compiled separately for each lake. CPC1-3 are the 
first three principal components of lake chemistry. Time-activity budgets quantify the 
proportion of time spent in various behavioral states. Pillai's Trace criterion for significance 
testing in MANOVA was used. Maximum probability (Type I) error was set at 0.05.

 
 

Predictive variable  Pillai 
trace  P  

CPC1  0.815  0.123  

CPC2  0.548  0.527  

CPC3  0.738  0.226  

Predators  0.294  0.821  

Interspecifics  0.428  0.622  

Intraspecifics  0.175  0.943  

Human 
disturbance  0.161  0.953  

Adult loon blood 
Hg  0.847  0.087  

Chick blood Hg  0.894  0.044  

Table 3. Multiple univariate ANOVA exploration of significant interaction between time-
activity budgets of downy young chicks and Hg burdens in their blood (pre- and post-
removal of a single outlier with high influence and leverage). Significant P values are 
indicated in boldface.

 
 

Behavior  Inclusion of 
outlier  

Exclusion of 
outlier  

Response  F  P  F  P  

Swimming  0.033  0.861  3.246  0.115  
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Diving  1.908  0.205  1.344  0.284  

Back-
riding  2.312  0.167  17.751  0.004  

Preening  26.008  0.0009  19.955  0.003  

Fig. 1. Least squares regression line trends in percentage of time spent preening and back-
riding by downy young (>12-d-old) Common Loon chicks as a function of Hg concentration 
(ppm) in their blood. Solid circles are actual values, squares are predicted values, and the 
open circle in each graph is an outlying lake. Removal of the right-most point in each graph 
shows that the observation had some leverage and influence on the analyses, but did not 
significantly change the parameter estimates for both back-riding (inclusion: beta = -
34.88.26, t = -4.21; exclusion: beta = -25.917.35,t = -1.49) and preening (inclusion: beta 
= 12.32.76, t = 4.47; exclusion: beta = 7.415.50, t = 1.35).

 
 

 

We then tested for any relationship between modified behaviors and reproductive success estimates (Kerekes 
1994, N. Burgess, unpublished data) from the same set of lakes. A marginal positive relationship (P = 0.024) of 
back-riding with the ratio of fledged chicks per hatched nest was revealed (F = 3.79, P = 0.087). Fledging rates 
(range: 0 - 1.67 fledged chicks/hatched nest) differed by about one chick per nest over the range of back-riding 
time observed (0% to 43%). 

DISCUSSION

Previous laboratory studies have shown that parent/offspring interactive behaviors are modified by in vivo 
mercury levels through decreases in responsiveness to parental vocalizations (Heinz 1979). Our results, which 
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show that back-riding time decreases as blood Hg increases, add to this argument: we believe that back-riding is 
a similar composite interactive behavior. Increases in preening may function either as a random displacement 
activity or may result from increased exposure to wave action as time spent back-riding declines. However, a lack 
of correlation between back-riding and preening times suggests that random displacement is more plausible. 

We were unable to indubitably specify that Hg affects only chick behavior as the relationship between adult TABs 
and blood Hg approached significance. Future investigations might move toward developing a more sensitive 
assay for these behaviors to describe whether chicks are soliciting rides less, or whether the instances of adults 
offering rides decreases as Hg increases. 

Nevertheless, we suggest that these results support the hypothesis that loons are affected by exposure to 
elevated levels of bioavailable Hg (Meyer et al. 1995) through behavioral modifications. Brooding young by back-
riding protects chicks from underwater predators, facilitates thermoregulation, and serves as an energy-saving 
strategy (McIntyre 1975). Any reduction in the frequency of this behavior exposes young to increased predatory 
threat and increased energy expenditure. Increases in preening time also draw from the energy supply of young. 
Concomitant increases in feeding or begging rates that would compensate for any increased energy expenditure 
were not observed. The marginal relationship between modified chick behaviors and reproductive success 
estimates adds further evidence that decreases in back-riding times may be affecting chick survival by any 
combination of these factors. We propose that this relationship between back-riding times and fledging rate 
indicates a biologically significant effect that warrants further study. 

Altered behaviors of chicks may serve as an indicator of sublethal Hg exposure on natal lakes, and we now have 
indirect evidence that they serve as an indicator of survivorship. In addition, Barr (1986) found that Hg exposure 
from prey has a negative relationship with the occurrence of nesting. Without nesting, no chicks will be produced 
to serve as sublethal Hg exposure indicators. There is probably a critical threshold of Hg burden and altered loon 
behaviors (which serve as an indicator of sublethal exposure) and a higher threshold at which there is zero 
productivity. Loon chicks in this study with the highest Hg exposure (1.29 ppm in blood) spent no time being 
brooded by parents (Fig. 1). We suggest that exposure of this magnitude (1.25 - 1.50 ppm) is at, or near, a 
critical behavioral and/or lethal effect level for chicks. 

Monitoring the behavior of animals can provide a sensitive indicator of the effects of toxins on an organism (Pfister 
et al. 1992). We propose that the kind of quantitative, in situ observational methodology that we used could be 
used in other taxa as indicators of environmental stress by toxicants. Such behavioral studies do not preempt 
physiological investigations of organismal toxicity. Use of both methods in conjunction in laboratory or field 
studies can provide a means to accurately portray the full influence of animal intoxication (Cohn and MacPhail 
1996). 

SPECULATION

We did not detect a response to Hg by adults, but the marginal relationship that was revealed may indicate an 
association. Perhaps chicks may be back-riding less due to fewer solicitations, or parents may be decreasing the 
rate at which they offer rides, or perhaps it is a combination. However, we are certain that back-riding is affected 
and that chicks preen more often as Hg increases. How Hg elicits these responses is unknown to us. One plausible 
pathway is through endocrine dysfunction, which has been associated with Hg contamination in wildlife (Facemire 
et al. 1995, Hontela et al. 1995), especially in developing organisms, and with subsequent lack of reproductive 
success. Future research should examine whether endocrine dysfunction in loons with high Hg burdens is an issue, 
and whether subsequent behavioral modifications of adults and/or chicks are primary or secondary to that 
dysfunction. 

Recently described anthropogenic increases in environmental mercury contamination (U.S. EPA 1997) are 
probably associated with the high levels of Hg in the blood of loons in Kejimkujik and elsewhere,such 
contamination surely extends to other top-end predators. Our demonstration of sublethal Hg-associated 
behavioral changes does not implicate any particular source of environmental Hg. However, we suggest that 
further control of mercury emissions from industrial sources would be a move toward prevention of further 
environmental degradation and adverse effects on wildlife. This research should provide an impetus for future 
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investigation of in situ animal behavioral toxicology and the identification of the major Hg pollution sources in 
North America. 
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